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BONDER

WHITE FILLER PHYSIQUE

SEALANT

ONE COMPONENT RESIN F / PINK / PASTEL / OPAK

FIBRIQUE EXPRESS REPAIR

BONDIQUE

Bonding Gel - Creates adhesion between natural and artifical nails................$41.00/15ML

Sculpting Gel - Maximum Flexibility..............................................................$36.00/20ML

Sculpting Gel - Special Resin with fibres for strength and extra bonding properties. Great 
for Repairs. Seal with your choice of any LCN finishing resin........................$37.00/20ML 

Sculpting Gel - Universal one-step resin with 100% all round properties........$39.00/20ML 

Sealing Gel.......................................................................................................$41.00/15ML

French Solution - White free edge sculpting resin...........................................$43.00/20ML

LCN NAIL GELS ON SPECIAL: BUY 2 OR MORE GET 10% OFF
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Colour Gel

LCN’s selection of vibrant Colour Gels can be used as a light cured permanent polish or 
for light cure nail art. The density of the color pigments allow for a thin application, yet 
show a vibrant colour! Seal with Sealant............................................................$19.00/5ml                 
Extra White.......................................................................................................$33.00/10ml

Colour Gel - Glitter

Free Edge Enhancer.........................................................................................$19.00/5ml

Some of the available glitter colours!

SILVER WHITE GREEN LAVENDER L.HOLO GOLD RED SAND

RHINESTONES

All rhinestone 50 piece sets including the Je t’aime 
collection are on special........................$6.95/50pcs

crystal - fuchsia - black - green - multi - dark red - gold - 
capri/blue - olive - royal blue - peach
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2-Construction

1-Design

Let us help you build the 
salon/spa of your dreams!
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3-Furniture

FINISHmodern standard

Our professional team of designers and contractors can build you a salon/spa from the 
ground up or renovate your exsisting business to give it that fresh and new look that 

makes customers feel special. No project is too small or large. We handle all renovation 
jobs including home and office projects. We will manage the entire project from design 
to furnishings which allows us to save you a substantial amount of money and effort.      

Call 604-980-5576 to book a free consultation. 
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Colours - Regular
Developers - Regular
Developers - Special Blue
Color Save Shampoo Aftercolor
Color Save PH Balancer 1 Litre
Color Save Screen Color
Bleach EVO (Bleach Lights) 1 KG
Escalation Color Remover envelopes
Pump
Bowl
Brush
Measuring beaker
Color Chart

SALON
Reg

Unit Price
$8.95
$7.50
$7.50

$19.50
$22.95
$8.95

$45.95
$3.16
$2.00
$4.75
$1.50
$1.50

$75.00

SALON
TOTAL 
COST
$537.00
$30.00
$22.50
$19.50
$22.95
$8.95

$45.95
$18.96
$4.00
$4.75
$1.50
$1.50

$75.00
      $792.56

  ITALIAN Salon LK Creamcolor INTRO  
        
        
  

30% Savings     

LK Creamcolor is premium quality. The choice of professional stylists throughout the world for over 25 years. 
Lisap’s research laboratories constantly review LK to ensure that it is always state-of-the art and easy to use. A 
gaurantee that LK will constanly outperform the aspirations of the many thousands of professional stylists and 
technicians who use it daily, enabling them to produce wonderful results for their clients. The LK Creamcolor 
Natural Shades, safely and perfectly cover white hair and have lasting resistance to fading. Easy to mix and apply, 
LK covers 100% with maximum uniformity. The 00/3 series give intense coverage & neutralize the ash tenden-
cies associated with predominantly grey/white hair. 

        LISAP

$554.95
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The Permeable mem-
brane makes contact 

with skin allowing for 
the moor mud to ex-
tract the toxins from 

the body

MOOR MUD FOR EVERYONE

Natural Moor Mud
for bath or body 
wrap.
250ml-  $4.85

Pre-packed natural 
Moor Mud for body 
wrap (No shower 
required).
Small- $2.70
Medium- $4.95

Heating Pads
Small- $27.90
Med- $46.35

Moor Peat 
Extract for Bath 
(foaming and 
non-foaming 
available)
$19.80/500ml

Shower Gel 
with Moor Peat 
extract.
$8.55/300ml

Body Wrap or 
Bath - 100% 
natural Moor 
Mud, no 
preservatives. 
32oz- $24.00

Saprox natural 
antifungal mud. 
Treats toenail 
fungus & more.
$21.60/500ml

Day Cream with 
Moor Extract 
and Aloe Vera
$19.80/ea

Night Cream 
with Moor Mud 
Extract & Coen-
zyme Q10
$21.60

Moor Mud 
Facial mask for 
normal & oily 
skin. 
$19.80

Moor Mud 
Facial Mask 
for sensetive 
skin. 
$19.80

Torf Single-foment System offers a simple way to 
administer moor mud pack  treatment without the 
requirement of facilities and equipment typically  
associated with it. While the system is not intended for a 
reduction body wrap, it offers the same curative effects 
as standard (loose) moor mud packing in much cleaner 
and less laborious way. The system consists of a Single-
foment moor mud detox pack and a matching heat pack 
(heat carrier). The key component is a unique single use 
moor mud pack - a layer of an organic moor mud (balneo 
peat from the Czech-Republic) sealed between permeable 
membrane and leak-proof plastic sheet. The membrane 
allows for contact between skin and mud, yet prevents mud 
to stick to skin. The system is designed to deliver constantly 
increasing heat to the treated area for a the length of 
physiotherapy treatment (~20 min.). After application the 
pack is easily removed and skin can be cleaned with just 
a towel. Thanks to its simplicity, the labor requirement (as 
well as training) is minimal.

Application of the moor mud

SAMCO Beauty Supplies  604-980-55768 TORF
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• Hair therapy ideal for all hair types
• Anti-Frizz
• Incredible Shine
• Leave-in replenishing and reconstructing 

treatment
• Bonds and strenghthens the hair inside and 

out
• Fills any voids on cuticle layer 
• Repairs split ends
• Protects against heat, UV Rays, cold and 

pollution
• No build-up
• Fantastic for skin care, due to it’s unique 

healing properties

$10.95/5oz     $64.95/32oz     $19.95/10oz      
Now available in three sizes:

Often imitated
Never duplicated
Alcohol Free
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Mix-n-match        
any           

dozen essie             
polishes and 
get 15% off!
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Slush Gloss -Restructuring and shine enhancing serum also helps with split ends__________________________________________$11.98 50ml

Pearl Glaze -Molding and fixative glaze with pearl extract. Medium Hold________________________________________________________________$10.98 250ml

Hydro Gel Light -Medium Hold Gel with pearl extract_____________________________________________________________$7.98 150ml

Pearl Shiner -Shine enhancing spray no-hold with pearl extract_____________________________________________________$10.98 200ml

Sparkling Mouse light -Light hold mousse with pearl extract_____________________________________________________________$10.98 200ml

Mist Hair Spray Light -No Gas medium hold eco freindly hair spray protects from UV rays_____________________________________________$11.98 300ml

Black Lava Aerosol Hair Spray -Firm Hold Spray formulated to structure and support the hair enhancing shine with UV Protection______$11.95 400ml

Mist Hair Spray Strong Non-Aerosol -No gas firm hold eco freindly hair spray. Will fortify structure of the hair___________________$11.98 300ml

Hydro Gel Strong -Firm Hold gel to sculp and mold the hair style emphatically_________________________________________________$7.98 150ml

Volcanic Wax -Molding, shine enhancing and fixative wax_______________________________________________________________$10.98 75ml

Sparkling Mousse Strong -Strong hold mousse formulated to protect, moisuturize and enhance shine________________________$10.98 200ml

WIO STRAIT BALM ™ -Blocks humidity, smooths rebellious hair types, thermal protectant___________________________________$10.98 150ml

Pearl Opulance -creative wax, enhances shine, sculpts and defines while moisturizing_______________________________$11.98 2.5oz 

Pearl Color Treated Shampoo-moisturizing shampoo that gently cleanses color treated hair. Pearl Protein__________$8.98 250ml, $19.98 1000ml

Sulfate Free Shampoo -A thick, luxurious formula with volcanic ash and vitamins leaving your hair in superior condition_$8.98 250ml,$20.98 1000ml 

Pearl Color Treated Conditioner-synergistic combination of vitamins and pearl protein leaves your hair youthful___$8.98 250ml    $21.98 1000ml

Color Treated Masque -rich with proteins, rebuilds damaged hair, improves manageability, thermal and UV protection______________$11.98 250ml

TRY-ME KIT $144 (One of each Product excluding litres) 20% Savings $183 Reg. 
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$11.95 $10.95 $10.95

$11.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

For straightening with hot or cold procedures, permanent or 
temporary. It contains sericin, a silk protein with a structure 
similar to that of hair. During application of the cream the 
sericin envelopes each strand in a protective moisturizing film 
that safeguards its structure. In addition, SILIS straightening 
cream is enriched with olive oil derivatives that polish and 
lubricate the hair stem, restoring the lipid balance. 
The result is delicate professional straightening that is effec-
tive and long-lasting.

Italian Chemical 
Straightening System

SAMCO Beauty Supplies  604-980-557612

Available in two strengths:
1-BASIC, for fine hair..............$17.95reg 24.95 
2-STRONG, for resistant hair..$17.95reg24.95
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              $1.95-$8.50/pair

2 Starter kits priced at: 
$89.99 and $149.99
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BLEACH POWDER

$36.95/2lbs reg 47.99  

#1 selling dust-free Bleach

Nourishing Shampoo
Delicately cleanses the hair, nourishing it, making it easier to comb-so 
light it will not weigh down. Contains AMINOCARE COMPLEX and 
INDIAN PLANT extracts that provide hydration and nourishment and 

softens the hair fibre........$12.95/1000ml...$6.95/250ml 

Moisturising Conditioner
Nourishes and moisturizes, creating softness and manageability. AMI-
NOCARE COMPLEX and INDIAN PLANT extracts care for the most 
sensitive parts, leaving the hair totally moistureized, shiny and silky.....

.........................................$13.95/1000ml...$7.95/250ml

Two Phase Equalizer
Acts selectively on the most sensitive areas. It contains AMINOCARE 
COMPLEX and INDIAN PLANT extracts to nourish and to promote 
softness and shine throughout the hair. It can be used on dry hair to 
revitalize and to make styling easier everyday. It provides ideal heat 
protection when using ceramic straighteners and heat styling tools........

...............................................................................$11.95/250ml

Reparing Shampoo                                                                                         
It gently cleanses and helps to create visibly improved 
volume and shine. Contains AMINOCARE COMPLEX and 
BAMBOO extracts that penetrate the hair, strengthening it 
from within to boost volume, and make the hair more glossy, 
smoother healthier looking.........................................................

...............................$12.95/1000ml...7.95/250ml

Repairing Conditioner
This conditioner formulated with AMINOCARE COM-
PLEX and BAMBOO extracts to strengthen and restructure 
the hair shaft from within. It makes hair easy to detangle 
and increases manageability. It gives hair a smooth, well 
cared for and fuller, stronger, shiny and healthy appearance. 

............................$13.95/1000ml...$8.95/250ml

Intensive Hair Repair Mask                               
                                                                                                                      
It restructures the hair, providing strength and life. It contains 
AMINOCARE COMPLEX and BAMBOO - JOJOBA - 
AVOCADO and LINSEED extracts to help to repair and 
to protect the hair fibre and create an incredible shine.                             

.................................................................$12.95/250ml

LISAP EASY HAIR COLOR
THE SOFTEST COLOR IN 

THE WORLD!
No-ammonia, no smell, no        

discomfort, lots of shine and 100% 
white hair coverage

$7.49
             Reg $8.99

• 7+ Levels of lift
• Rich in rice starch 

and lanolin to give 
maximum scalp and 
hair protection

• Dust-free
• Anti yellowing blue 

powder



Shampoo & Conditioners
KERATIN SHAMPOO
A daily moisturizing organic shampoo for normal hair. Immediately restores 
luster, volume, body and shine.

$7.99 360ml     $12.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon

TECHNICOLOUR SHAMPOO
An extra gentle, daily moisturizing organic shampoo for dry hair. Recom-
mended for colour treated, permed, bleached, low lighted and high-lighted 
hair. Immediately restores luster, volume, body and shine.

$7.99 360ml     $12.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon 

CURATIVE SHAMPOO
A daily moisturizing organic shampoo for problem hair and scalp. Effective-
ly controls scalp problems such as eczema, psoriassis, dandruff, seborrhea, 
redness, and itching.

$7.99 250ml     $19.99 1L         $59.99 Gallon   

BIO PRO CONDITIONER
A daily moisturizing organic conditoner for normal hair. Immediately detan-
gles and restores luster, softness, flexibility and shine.

$7.99 360ml     $12.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon

DEEP CONDITIONER
A deep treatment organic conditioner for dry hair. Recommended for colour 
treated, permed, bleached, low-lighted and high-lighted hair. Immediately 

detangles and restores luster, softness, flexibility and shine. 

$7.99 250ml     $19.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon  
COOL MINT CONDITIONER
A cool, soothing and stimulating organic conditioner for normal hair. Effec-
tively controls itchy scalp. Immediately detangles and restores luster, softness, 
flexibility and shine.

$7.99 360ml     $12.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon 

NO
~ Sulfates
~ DEA (Diethanolamine)
~ Propylene Glycol
~ Sodium Chloride (Salt)
~ Animal Testing

100% Canadian Organic

Styling

KERASHEEN LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER
A daily light, leave-in conditioner. Formulated to help repair and protect dry, 
damaged, chemically treated and overworked hair. Gives your hair softness, 
manageability and shine.

$7.99 360ml     $19.99 1L     $59.99 Gallon

BALANCE SHAMPOO
A daily shampoo formulated to remove excessive oils and dirt from the 
scalp and hair. Recommended for fine limp and oily hair as well as itchy 
scalp.

$7.99 360ml     $12.99 1L     $39.99 Gallon

SPRITZ HAIRSPRAY
This is a fast drying, firm holding styling spray. Formulated with natural 
and therapeutic extracts. Locks hair into place, while adding extra shine, 
without build-up or flaking. Allows brush out to restyle your hair anytime.

$7.99 360ml     $19.99 1L     $59.99 Gallon

VOLUME TEXTURIZING SPRAY
A helpful body-building and shaping spray. Formulated to give root lift, hair 
body and extra control without build-up or flaking.

$7.99 360ml     $19.99 1L     $59.99 Gallon

CONTOUR STYLING GEL
Alcohol-free styling gel, with medium to firm hold. Formulated with natu-
ral, organic and therapeutic extracts. Helps add volume, enhance definition 
or seperation and allows control shaping and scrunching. 

$7.99 360ml     $19.99 1L     $59.99 Gallon

DESIGN POMADE
A firm holding pomade, that creates great definition and lustre while restoring 
vitals oils and reconditioning properties to the hair.

$7.99 125ml

15ORGANIX

Organix
SAMCO Beauty Supplies  604-980-5576
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Skytone Pedicure Spa 
-HRST2302W
-Stool & Basin included
-Available in Black or White
-Hydraulic Chair
$378.99 reg $499

Skytone Facial/Massage Bed 
-with face hole & head cushion
-1 year warranty
-Free Stool (hydraulic)
-thick, firm cushions
-heavy duty metal frame
removable arm rest
L72”xW24”xH29””
$298.99

Spa Intro Deal 1
-Skytone Facial/Massage 
Bed
-Stool + Trolley
-Facial Steamer
-Magnify Lamp
$728.99

Skytone Hydraulic Facial 
Bed 
-removable pillow & armrests
-adjustable back & footrest
-suitable for facial, pedicure, massage, 
manicure, waxing & paraffin
-white only L72”xW24.5”xH24”-29.5”
$498.99

NP Mini Pedicure Spa
#2305
-adjustable, padded footrest
-3 removeable trays & footbath 
included
-white
$238.99

Manicure Table
HRBF520W
-white with
-30”x30”29” 
locking wheels
$78.99

Skytone Facial 
Steamer
-timer & ozone
-CSA approved
-1 year warranty
$198.99

Skytone magnifying Lamp
-Table clamp included
-C.S.A approved
-1 year warranty
$98.99
$148.99 with stand

Freedom Sink
-Tilting bowl to fit height
-Beautiful wood finish arms
-Black only
-C.S.A approved/
Vacuum Breaker/Faucet/Hose
$998.99 reg$1599

NP Galaxy Deluxe Sink Unit
#SH-1751
-tilting bowl
-L45”xW23.5”xH34”
-C.S.A approved
-vacuum breaker
$1298.99 reg $1499

Global Dryer Chair
Global B431
-black 
-padded armrest
-superior comfort
$528.99 reg 599.99

Global Dryer
-1600 WATTS Heating 
Element
-8APMS
-large hoood
-1 year warranty on all parts. 

Includes wheels.

$298.99 reg $499
$328.99 with wheels

Made in



Michelle Chair

-hydraulic styling chair
-24” mirror chromed 
base
-black rubber molded 
arms
-height: 19” to 27”
$298.99 reg $599.99

Cleo Chair                    

-hydraulic styling chair
-black with chrome
-heavy metal frame
thick, comfortable 
wide cushion
-one year warranty
European design
$358.99 reg $599

HR Barber Chair

-able to recline
-adjustable headrest
-wooden armrest
-available in black only
-all purpose
$388.99 reg 660.99

Global High Quality 
Shampoo Chair
$128.99 Reg $185

Solid Acrylic 
Shampoo Bowl
-ABS/Fiberglass
-wall mount strip
-complete with Faucet,
strainer assembly & spray hose 

$298.99   
$128.99 vacuum breaker
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Jamie Chair

-Black with chrome 
round base.
-Pudded armrest. Very 
comfortable. 
-1 Year Warranty
$348.99 reg $599.99

Saturn Barber 
Chair

-Reclines.
-Adjustable headrest.
-Extra padded cushions. 
Heavy durable & Sturdy 
Very comfortable. 
-1 Year Warranty
$998.99 reg $1099.99

Sassy Chair

-T-Footrest
-5 star base
-Wood finish armrest
-Black w/chrome
1 Year Warranty
$358.99 reg $599.99

Cara Styling 
Chair
 
Black with chrome 
armrest. Modern style 
to fit any decore. Very 
comfortable with 
round base. 
$338.99.99 reg 
$599

Super Star Chair

-Square Base
-Itallian Design
-U-footrest
-Very Comfortable
$348.99 reg 599.99

Made inMade in
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All GLOBAL UNITS 
MADE IN CANADA

Lora Chair
B1450
-Slimline Hydraulic Base
-Round tube chrome footrest
-Stitch detailing on back and seat
-Standard in leatherite
$438.99 reg $899.99

Sophia Chair
B1460
-Slimline Hydraulic Base
-One piece round tube 
chrome frame
-Deluxe T-footrest
-Self skinned urethane
$628.99 reg $999.99

Dena Chair
B1470
-Slimline Hydraulic Base
-Round tube chrome footrest
-Stitch detailing on back and seat
-Standard in leatherite
-SSU armrest
$538.99 reg $999.99

Chloe Chair
B2130
-Upholstered chair back
-Deluxe footrest
-Black plastic armrests
-Stitch detailing on back
-Standard in leatherite
$598.99 reg $899.99

Mia Deluxe Chair
B1560
-Slimline Hydraulic Base
-Wooden back and arms
-Contoured seat and back
$698.99 reg $1099.99

Grace 
All-Purpose Chair
B1037
-Reclining back
-Upholstered seat and back
-plastic looped “Q” style arms
-Standard in leatherite
-Round tube chrome footrest
-T-footrest optional
$798.99 reg $1199.99

Gia Chair
B1920
-Brushed or mirrored 
chromed slimline hy-
draulic base
-Stitch detailing on back
-Deluxe footrest
$628.99 reg $999.99

Aries Chair
B1487
-Barber Chair
-Sculptured loop arms and 
seats
-Frame available in aluminum, 
charcoal, tungsten
-Platfrom footrest
header not included
-26” Hydraulic Base
$998.99 reg $1599.99

SAMCO Beauty Supplies  604-980-5576



Avanti Ultra AV-007
 -Illuminated Digital controls
-Ceramic/Tourmaline Plates
-Korean Ceramic Heater
-205°C
-1” wide plates
 $48.99 reg $74.99

Avanti Ultra AV-SIL
-Silicone strips are embedded 
in one plate to provide perfect 
tension on the hair, thereby 
straightening hair quickly and 
preventing damage. 205°C
ceramic 1” spring loaded plates
NOW $113.99 reg $179.99

Avanti AV-Titan
 -Wet-to-dry Nano Titanium, Sil-
ver & Ceramic Plates-Extremely 
Lightweight
-Self-sanitizing-94 ventilating 
holes dispense steam and negative
 ions. 232°C with 1“ plates
-Cutting Edge Digital
$93.99 reg $199.99

Zazen Z-Crono 1” wide
-Artistry in Motion at 410°F
-Advanced ceramic surround heat
-Extra-long 4-3/4” Korean plates
-LCD Display
-Side Controls with 10ft power cord
NOW $48.99 reg $79.99

Silicone Strips

SAMCO Beauty Supplies  604-980-5576 FLAT-IRONS

ZAZEN Z-3075C 
-Nano-silver and ceramic 1” 
plates
-Nano-silver sanitizes the hair 
and reduces friction for gentle 
styling. Silver nano technology 
purifies and protects.
$53.99 reg $104.99

NP-Gold Flat Iron
-heat up to 410°F
-ceramic plates
-nano silver & tourmaline tech-
nology -1” plates
-3 meter swivel cord
-floating plate technology
NOW $48.99 reg $119.99

NP SJ302 Flat Iron
-heat up to 419°F
-5 temperature settings
-ceramic plates
-lifts, shapes and smoothes hair
1-1/4” plates
-instant heat, PCT technology
-swivel cord
$98.99 reg $199.99
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Avanti AV-CROC
-Nano-titanium, nano silver, ceramic 
flat iron- 1-3/8”plates
-94 Ventilating holes dispense nega-
tive ions.
-430°F
NOW $108.99  reg $124.99

zazen z3052 
5/8inch plates

avanti av3051 
5/8inch plates

avanti 
CRIMPING IRON 
5/8inch plates

babyliss-pro Full size 
1inch plates

avanti a3050 
5/8inch plates

AVANTI Roses• Tourmaline 
and ceramic, natural sources of 
negative ions and far infrared 
heat, eliminate frizz and seal in 
moisture• Quick heat up, stable 
temperatures, and is lightweight 
and long-lasting •Heats up to 
446°F (230°C) • Surround heat 
and rounded edges on the housing 
• Floating plates • Ergonomic 
design • 10’ (3 m) swivel power 
cord with hang loop • Universal 
voltage •  
$43.99 reg $64.99

Babyliss PRO 
BNT5073C
-Nano-Titanium Wet-to-dry flat 
iron, 1-1/2” plates
-Extra long plates with rounded 
edges for multiple styling options
-heat up to 419°F
$78.99 reg $109.99

Avanti Wet-to-DryAV-CROC
Wet-to-dry, nano-titanium, nano-silver, 
ceramic flat iron - 1-3/8” plates •Top-
of-the-line•94 ventilating holes dispense 
steam and negative ions •KOREAN 
TECHNOLOGY 450 °F (232 °C) •Built-
in ion generator •Nano-silver infused 
housing•Advanced ergonomic design •9 
ft tangle-free swivel cord •Specifically 
engineered to release steam
NOW $108.99  reg $124.99

All Mini professional Flat Irons 
-All minis feature ceramic technology. 
Ryton Housing and UNIVERSAL 
VOLTAGE-These minis are about half the 
size of full sized irons and reach profes-
sional heat levels-On/Off switch wid LED
NOW $20.99 reg $34.99
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Avanti GP 2000
-lightweight, attractive 
design
-heavy-duty long life AC 
Motor
-narrow nozzle
-2 speed, 3 heat settings

NOW $83.99 reg $119.99

TGR-SL
-professional, extremely 
lightweight
-ergonomic design
-2 speed/3 heat integrated 
switch
-cool shot button
-snap on nozzle
NOW $109.99 reg $136.99

TGR-XXP
-professional longlife AC 
motor
-2 speed & 3 heat settings
-cool shot button
-Made in France
NOW $118.99 reg $124.99

BabylissPro 5557C
Eco-friendly ceramic hair-
dryer. Compact and incred-
ibly powerful.
-The dryer’s housing is paint 
free and recyclable. The 
sticker on the box is printed 
with soya ink. The box is 
made with 100% recycled 
material.
-Hot and powerful airflow.
-HI/OFF/LOW integrated 
speed and heat setting plus 
cool shot button
-Removable filter
NOW $44.99 reg $49.99

Babyliss Pro 2800c
-Professional Ceramic
-Ceramic grill radiates far-
infrafred heat
-High Heat extra powerful 
airflow-cool shot
NOW $53.99 reg $79.99

BabylissPro folding 
travel dryer-Dual Voltage
-Tourmaline/ceramic hair-
dryer
-2 speed, 2 heat integrated 
switch
-Dual Voltage
NOW $34.99 reg $36.99

BabylissPro 
Nano Titanium
-Professional nano-titanium 
ionic and ceramic hairdryer.
-2 Speed and 3 heat set-
tings plus cool shot button. 
Longlife AC motor. 
-1700 watts.
NOW $53.99 reg  $66.99

Wahl Professional    
Dryers- Made in Italy
 
- 1750 Watt tourmaline hair dryer with 6 
heat settings, 2 speed settings and 1 pat-
ented anti-burning concentrator nozzle.
- Advanced, built-in tourmaline tech-
nologies minimize drying time, reduce 
static, and maintain healthy looking hair.
- Low noise professional AC motor 
(long life - 1500 hours)
- Cold shot provides cold airflow in-
stantly - Light-weight
          a- stylish skull
          b- zebra
          c- pink camo
          d- leopard
          e- skull

NOW $89.99/ea reg $129.99/ea

a

b

c

d e



Babyliss Pro SuperMotor
• High Carbon Steel, diamond lapped 45 mm 
straight blades are precision ground to cut closer 
and stay sharper longer • Detachable blades • 
Durable electric magnetic motor is powerful, 
quiet and stays cool • 5 position taper lever which 
adjusts the cutting position from #000 (0.5 mm) 
to #1 (3 mm) • Includes eight cutting guides, 
1/8” (3 mm),1/4” (6 mm), 3/8” (10 mm),1/2” (13 
mm), 5/8” (16 mm),3/4” (19 mm), 7/8” (22 mm) 
and 1” (25 mm) for a total of 13 cutting lengths • 
Ergonomic design and soft rubberized grip • 10’ 
(3 m) power cord with hang loop • Lubricating 
oil, heat resistant styling comb, cleaning brush 

and blade guard included.

NOW $89.99 reg $100.99

Wahl Senior
-extra powerful 
electromagnetic clipper
-metal housing
$88.95 reg $117.90

Wahl Peanut Trimmer
-corded trimmer/clipper with 
4 guides
$43.95 reg $68.45

Babyliss Pro Stealth
• Stainless steel, diamond lapped 30 mm fine 
tooth straight blades for superior cutting and 
precision detailing • Snap-in detachable blades 
• High torque rotary motor is lightweight and 
offers the power needed for outlining, trim-
ming and cleanup • Convenient cord/cordless 
operation • Excellent charging functionality 
Trimmer operates for 60 minutes on full charge • 
Ni-MH battery will not program a false memory 
• Includes two ultra-thin cutting guides, 1/8” 
(3 mm) and 1/4” (6 mm), and charging/storage 
base • Ergonomic, concave design • Quiet and 
lightweight. Low vibration. • 10’ (3 m) power 
cord • Lubricating oil, cleaning brush and blade 
guard included

NOW $89.99 reg $99.99

Babyliss Pro Big Shot
• Includes 2 interchangeable, stainless steel, dia-
mond lapped straight blades: • 30 mm wide tooth 
blade for precision cutting • 30 mm fine tooth 
blade for finishing. Perfect for sideburns, beards 
and mustaches, etc. • Snap-in detachable blades 
• High torque electric rotary motor is lightweight 
and offers the power needed for cutting, trimming 
and texturizing • Includes four cutting guides, 
1/8” (3 mm), ¼” (6 mm), 3/8” (10 mm) and ½” 
(13 mm) • Compact size and ergonomic design 
• Quiet and lightweight • 10’ (3 m) power cord • 
Lubricating oil, cleaning brush and blade guard 
included 

NOW $84.99 reg $90.99

Li+ PRO Clipper/Trimmer 
Combo
-Stainless Steel Blade45 min 
quick charge -Chip Controlled 
for constant power-Metal 
Guides- Lithium Ion Battery
$398.95 reg  $504.85

Wahl Magic Clipper
-Powerful yet cool running 
V5000 motor
-Lever adjust to fade, taper, 
texture
-High-precision blades adjust to 
“zero-overlap”
-6 cutting guides (1/8” - 1”
$61.95 reg $87.80

Wahl Reflections Senior
-Premium zero-overlap clipper
-Super-Powerful “V5000” 
Motor
-Durable Metal Housing
-Ergonomic Chrome Lid
-Includes 6 guides
-Ergonomic Design
$103.95 reg $129.90

Wahl Detailer Trimmer
-AC Motor trimmer
-Ultra-closecutting adjustable 
blade
-3 trimming guides included
$78.95 reg $89.95

Wahl Taper 89
-extra powerful 
electromagnetic
clipper with 6 guides
$53.95 reg $89.80
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Isinis Ceramic Curling 
Irons
3/4”     IS-2019C 
1”        IS-2025C 
1-1/4”  IS-2032C 
                     $28.99 reg $

Spring

Marcel

Babyliss Pro 
Tourmaline & Ceramic Curling Irons
BTM5058Spring...................     $35.99-5/8”
BTM5075Spring/Marcel..$35.99/41.99-3/4”   
BTM5100Spring/Marcel..$35.99/41.99-1” 
BTM5125Spring....................   $41.99-1-1/4” 
BTM5150Spring....................   $41.99-1-1/2”

Ultra-powerful 
heaters with 
40 settings

-heats up to 195°C
-universal voltage 

-NANO-TITANIUM is an exceptional conductor of 
heat and is stable at ultra-high temperatures of 
optimum heat performance
-Extra long cool tip with innovative rim prevents 
hair from slippinf off the barrel

Hot Tools Professional Curling Irons

3/8”.......
1/2”.......
5/8”.......
3/4”.......
1”..........
1-1/4”....
1-1/2”....

SPRING     MARCEL

  $32.99
  $28.99
  $30.99
  $30.99
  $33.99
  $34.99
  $38.99

Babyliss Pro 
Nano-titanium & ceramic 
curling irons

BNT75SC, BNT100SC...$41.99-3/4”, 1”
BNT125SC, BNT150SC..$46.99-1-1/4”, 1-1/2”

$28.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$30.99
$32.99
$32.99

SPRING

MARCEL

FREE!

Wahl Beret
-Up to 75min continuous cord-
less cutting when fully charged. 
-Only 1 hr to fully charge. High 
precision

$93.95 reg $109.95

Wahl Super Taper II 
Combo-FREE Wahl 
Half-Pint Trimmer
-Super Taper 2 clipper
-Half-Pint Trimmer
$68.99 reg $119.95



100% Natural   
Cellulose sponges

$3.99/bag of 12

All purpose Plastic 
Liners 

   $8.99/box of 100 

Twist-lock 
Dispenser Pump
$1.99/4oz pump 
$1.99/8oz pump 

File 531
Two-sided 
callus rasp

$2.49

File 8000
Wet/Dry Wood File
-extra durable: can last up 
to 3 months
-sanitizable; use any 
chemical sterilizer

$2.99

Silkline Wax 
Buy 24 Get 10% off
Any Combination
Honey, Azulene
Tea Tree
$7.99/Can 

$6.99/Microwavable 16oz

Bump Solution
-formulated for ingrown hair, 
redness, waxing irritation, razor 
bumps or razor burn
-government approved
-can be used immediately after 
waxing, shaving, or electrolysis
-fast acting results in 15-20 mins
-two formulations designed 
specifically for MEN’S and 
WOMEN’S skins

$13.99 8oz/ea

Paper Roll for 
esthetic beds
21” x 225ft
$5.95 

Epilating Strips
-muslin material
Large Strips 3”x9”
$17.99/bag of 100

Small Strips 1.75”x4.5”
$8.99/bag of 100

Cotton Roll
Small 3”x120ft    $9.99
Large 3”x100yd $21.95

Underlay for 
Esthetic Tables
-great for preserving your 
manicure table 
$5.99 13.5”x18ft 

Table Top Magnifying Lamp
-allows for precision and detail while 
working with nails or other body parts
-adjustable arm
-low heat, longlife, daylight quality 
light bulb included

$49.99

Satin Smooth Skin Cleanser
-skin preperation cleanser
$9.99 16oz

Satin Smooth Release 
-wax residue remover
$11.99 16oz

Satin Smooth Cool
-aloe vera skin soother
$11.99 16oz

Satin Smooth Hydrate
-skin nourishing lotion
$11.99 16oz
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High Quality                
Paraffin Wax 

-rich with emollients
Vanilla, Peach

Lavender, Aloe Vera

$9.99/lb

Full-size 
Paraffin 
Bath
SL-PB10C
-Holds 6lbs of paraffin wax
-Paraffin can be checked for 
readiness without lifting the 
cover $78.99 

   reg $110

Satin Smooth
Double Wax 
Warmer $78.99 

   reg $139.99

Satin Smooth
Single Wax 
Warmer $49.99 

   reg $75

Pedicure Scrub
$27.99/64oz
$6.99/7oz

All Depilatory Waxes $10.99
Lavender, Tea Tree, Wild Cherry, Aloe Vera, 
Cream n’honey, Deluxe Cream Wax, Water 
Soluble all natural honey wax, Zinc Oxide 
Cream Wax, Calendula gold Hard Wax

Pedicure Soak
$21.99/34oz

Pedicure Masque
$27.99/64oz
$6.99/7oz

Pedicure Lotion
$21.99/34oz
$6.99/7oz

Critical Repair Cream
$12.99/16.7oz

$6.99/7oz

Pedicure Cooling Gel
$21.99/56oz
$6.99/7oz

Economical 
Paraffin
$5.47/lb
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ceramic-ionic 
BABCR2
   5cm

BABCR3
  7.5cm
   

BABCR25
   6.5cm

$7.97 reg $13 ea

BABCV8
   VENT

circular oakwood brushes
744-S Large
                $8.97 reg $12

745-S X-Large
                $9.97 reg $14

747-S Jumbo
                $10.97 reg $15

747-S

Barber comb 
$9.97 reg $10

Barber comb 
$9.97 reg $10

Tail comb
$9.97 reg $10
Metal pin-tail comb 
$9.97 reg $10

Wave comb
$9.97 reg $10

Rake comb 
$9.97 reg $12

Setting comb 
$9.97 reg $10

A B C D E F G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

100% Hard Rub-
ber combs
for Professionals

-Ceramic barrels
-Nylon bristles
-Rubberized handles
-Ceramic technol-
ogy quickens hair-
drying time

circular “boar bris-
tle” brushes and 
oak wood handles.
-high quality pure 
boar bristles leave 
hair smooth and 
shiny

743 Med
744 Lg
745 XLg
747 Jmbo

$6.97
$7.97
$8.97
$9.97

ROTO

Exclusive rotating handle
-Designed for optimal ergonomics
-only 3 fingers are required to rotate this 
lightweight brush
-Vented aluminum barrel with ceramic 
technology
-Antistatic nylon bristles, infused with 
ceramic
-Rubberized soft-touch handle with 
ridged rubber finger grips
provide non-slip control 
-Rubber ring on the neck of the handle 
prevents hair from catching on the brush 
handle

Z-33TR
3.3CM

Z-43TR
4.3CM

Z-53TR
5.3CM

$8.97ea reg $14

Nano-Ceramic Ther-
mal brushes.

Nano-ceramic barrels with 
nylon bristles. Removable 
pick. Available in 3 sizes.

NANO-M    $7.97
NANO-L     $8.97
NANO-XL  $10.97 M L XL

CR1-HBS...3.5cm...$8.97     CR2-HBM...4cm...$8.97
CR3-HBL...5.5cm...$8.97     CR4-HBXL...6cm...$8.97
CR5-HBJ...7cm...$11.97

Ionic nylon bristles. Available in 5 sizes 

Alternating rows of boar bristles and ionic nylon bristles. 5 sizes.

CR6-BBS...4.5cm...$11.97     CR7-BBM...5cm...$11.97
CR8-BBL...6cm...$12.97       CR8-BBXL...6.5cm...$12.97
CR10-BBJ...7.5cm...$12.97

GOLDI-3

GOLDI-4

GOLDI-5

Lift comb
GOLDI-3 $3.47 reg $4.75

Wave comb 
with ruler measure  
GOLDI-4 $1.87 reg $2.75

Tail comb
GOLDI-5 $1.87 reg $2.75



-with acetone
$14.95/gal
(Lemon Scented 
available)
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Black     Brown
Blue       Burgundy
$33.99/dz reg $44.99

Dannyco 
Bleach Proof 
Towels

            Gibsons Towels
$39.95/ea   if you buy one box
$38.95/ea   if you buy two boxes
$37.95/ea   if you buy three boxes
$36.95/ea   if you buy four boxes
$35.95/ea   if you buy five boxes 
                    or more

Sanek Neck Strips
$17.99 reg $29.50

           Cotton Coil
-hair care       -manicures
-facial hair
   $24.95/5lb       $13.95/2lb

Style-Touch Gloves
Vinyl
Large, Medium and Small 
$6.97/each

Hair Alive Ultra Lite 
Powder Bleach

$24.99/2lb       
$15.99/1lb

(4 litres)
Apple                 
Honey Almond   
Pina Colada        
Mint                   

SAVE SAVE SAVE

$13.95
$13.95
$13.95
$15.95

shampoo conditioner
$12.95
$12.95
$12.95
$14.95

Shampoo, Conditoner
       Gallons

Hair Gel Gallons
Strong 
Super Strong 
Hair Spray 
(Med-Strong Hold)

$15.95
$15.95
$29.95

Barbicide
(concentrated) 
$19.95/2 litres
$6.50/500ml

-no acetone 
$16.95/gal

NAIL-POLISH 
REMOVER

L a rg e   $ 9 . 5 0
Medium $7.50
Small     $5.50

5”x12”  500 sheets
Light/Heavy/Silver
$19.99

5”x7”    500 sheets
Light/Heavy/Silver
$12.99

Rough Pre-Cut texture aluminum Foil

Hi-Lite Wraps
Smooth Pre-Cut and rolls aluminum Foil

5”x7” 500 PRE-CUT Sheets
Light/Silver
Heavy/Silver

$9.47   reg $15.49

$11.47 reg $17.49

5”x12” 500 PRE-CUT 
Sheets
Light/Silver
Heavy/Silver

$14.47 reg $24.99

$17.47 reg $26.99

Foil 1lb Roll
Silver
Gold,Blue,Red

$8.97 reg $12

$12.97 reg $15

Foil 5lb Roll
Silver/Light and Heavy  
$32.97 reg $49.49

Dannyco Sec-
tioning Clips 
#24

$4.99/pack of 6

Dannyco 
Bobby-pins 
-black
-brown
Short    $4.99/ 1/2lb

Long   $11.99/ 1/2lb
-black
-brown

Dannyco Hair 
Pins
-black
-brown
$9.99/ 1/2lb

T36 Disinfectant

$59.99/Gallon
$14.95/500ml

Hair Alive Cream Peroxides 
$14.95/gallon
$4.95/litre Buy 5 get 1 free

PEROXIDE
10,20, 30 and 
40 volume
available

Foil 1lb Roll $9.99



Jaguar Profi Class 
5” offest
J82750-5
•Metal: German stainless steel proc-
essed with Friodur® deep freezing 
that improves the structure of the steel, 
guarantees extreme sharpness and long 
cutting performance
•Tension: flat screw ensures precise 
individual adjustment
•Ergonomically designed: lightweight, 
perfectly balanced
•High polish finish
•Made in Germany

$59.99 reg $79.99

Jaguar 83955
Professional Class
-5 1/2 offset -28 teeth
Thinning scissors with microserrated 
teeth for even distribution of the hair 
over the whole width of the tooth, 
resulting in a softer, smoother cut.
•Metal: German stainless steel proc-
essed with Friodur® deep freezing 
that improves the structure of the steel, 
guarantees extreme sharpness and long 
cutting performance
•Tension: flat screw ensures precise 
individual adjustment
•Ergonomically designed: lightweight, 
perfectly balanced
•Matt finish
•Made in Germany

$63.99 reg $74.99

Jaguar Pastel Plus 4751-5
Comfort Class 5” scissors
These PASTELL PLUS scissors offer a 
hard, wear-resistant METALLIC COAT-
ING.
•Metal: German stainless steel proc-
essed with Friodur® deep freezing 
that improves the structure of the steel, 
guarantees extreme sharpness and long 
cutting performance
•Tension: flat screw ensures precise 
individual adjustment
•Ergonomically designed: lightweight, 
perfectly balanced
•Made in Germany

$99.99 reg  $114.99
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Jaguar 82355 or 82350
Professional  Class
These RELAX scissors offer one 
hollow-ground blade and one microser-
rated blade.
•Metal: German stainless steel proc-
essed with Friodur® deep freezing 
that improves the structure of the steel, 
guarantees extreme sharpness and long 
cutting performance
•Tension: flat screw ensures precise 
individual adjustment
•Ergonomically designed: lightweight, 
perfectly balanced
•Matt finish
•Made in Germany 
 -5” offset handles

$53.99 reg $68.99

82355

82350

83955

4751-5

82750-5

Dannyco MTL-5
5” scissors

•Lightweight, well-balanced
•Handmade with highest quality Japa-
nese 440c stainless steel
•Hollow-ground, razor-sharp blades
•Long-lasting edges
•Smooth and silent cutting

$139.99 reg $179.99

ROSE-55 THINK-PINK 5-1/2”
- Dazzling pink accents
- Made with the highest quality 440c 
Japanese stainless steel
- Hand polished
- Double hollow ground blades that are 
honed to razor sharpness
- Adjustable flat tension screw
- Smooth and silent cut
- Soft removable finger ring inserts
- Removable finger rest
- Lightweight, well balanced
- Each comes with a protective box

$98.99 reg $119.99

Silk Line “LEFTY”  #13
5-1/2” offset lefty scissors 
•Stainless steel 
•Affordably priced 
•Excellent assortment of well-balanced 
designs 
•Sharp, long-lasting cutting edges 
•Easy to use click-and-turn tension dial 
•Each pair individually packed in a 
black, adjustable scissor holster

$49.99 reg $59.99

SILK-13  
“LEFTY”

ROSE-55

MTL-5

Silk Line Silk-16T Titanium
Titanium improves the durability of 
the blades and guarantees fade-proof 
colour. The titanium coating seals and 
toughens blade surfaces.
5-3/4” offset RAINBOW
•Handmade of high quality Japanese 
stainless steel
•Sharp, long-lasting blades
•Smooth, silent cutting action
•Adjustable “turn and click” tension 
dial
•Packaged in an attractive metal and 
leather storage box

$64.99 reg $69.99

Jaguar Comfort Class 
Pink Print 45255-3
5-1/2” Offset Scissors
•Ergonomically designed professional 
scissors with pink print
•The offset design relieves stress on the 
thumb, allowing for ease of usage
•A special process is used to apply the 
design to the scissors permanently and 
securely, without affecting its outstand-
ing cutting and handling characteristics
•Both blades are hollow-ground and 
hand-honed to razor-sharpness

$149.99 reg $189.99

SILK-16T

45255-3
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BIOSCAL Hair Energy Concentrate


This is the cornerstone of the treatment program. This concentrated formulation cleanses foreign matter from the hair follicles, 
making way for healthy hair. When used regularly and according to directions, it is extremely effective for both men and women 
to treat itchiness, flakiness, thinning hair, oil imbalances, over-processed hair and lifeless, brittle or weak textured hair. The ap-
plication of the Bioscal Hair Energy Concentrate is simple and economical to use. To maximize long term results, however, it is 
essential to include appropriate Bioscal support products in the regime of total hair care.............................................$19.95 60ml                               

BIOSCAL Hair and Scalp Revitalizer


Bioscal Hair and Scalp Revitalizer is a leave-in treatment that is applied after and between shampoos for around-the-clock 
protection. Nourishing as it grooms, Bioscal Hair and Scalp Revitalizer also controls dandruff, relieves itchiness and adds body 
and sheen without being greasy. Dull and damaged hair is revitalized and manageability is restored. It is especially effective in 
controlling psoriasis and eczema...................................................................................................$15.95 375ml / $29.95 1000ml 

BIOSCAL Normal-to-dry Shampoo


Bioscal Nutrient Shampoo for Normal Hair is a highly effective deep-pore cleanser containing emollients related to those pro-
duced by the scalp itself. It gently cleans as it protects the scalp and hair. While it was developed to increase the effectiveness of 
the Bioscal Hair Energy Concentrate and Revitalizer, Bioscal Nutrient Shampoo can be used on its own by every member of the 
family. It is free of colour additives and contains no cholesterol or lanolin, nor will it disturb the natural pH level or biological bal-
ance of the scalp and hair. It protects the scalp and softens the hair providing spring and bounce plus a natural sheen. It’s delight-
fully light pomegranate fragrance leaves a feeling of cleanliness and well-being. ......................$14.95 375ml / $28.48 1000ml

BIOSCAL Special Shampoo
 Moisture Rich Shampoo for Chemically Treated Hair has a relatively low pH(5.5-6.5) that softens the hair by preventing swelling 

of the hair shaft normally associated with chemical services. Further, the formula contains Heliogenol which reduces hair colour 
fading, repairs UV damage and protects the hair against free radicals, and Fruitbio, a complex of fruit acids associated with green 
tea which helps to smooth the hair cuticles...................................................................................$14.95 375ml / $28.48 1000ml

BIOSCAL Oily hair Shampoo
 Unlike medicated shampoos that contain harsh substances such as zinc pyrithione or celenium sulfide as their active ingredients, 

Bioscal Ultra Clean Scalp Shampoo is perfectly pH balanced and biodegradable. Fresh and fragrant Bioscal uses “Active Com-
plex SSP-293”, a mixture of natural ingredients that effectively control flaky dandruff conditions and scalp disorders without 
damaging the hair...........................................................................................................................$14.95 375ml / $28.48 1000ml

BIOSCAL Conditioner
 Bioscal Moisture Lock Conditioner revives limp, dull and lifeless hair in just minutes, as it restores the hair’s elastic-

ity and protects against chemical damage, dry scalp and hair. Freshly fragrant, it detangles and eliminates static and fly-
away hair, yet will not strip colour or leave any harmful coating on the scalp, allowing it to breathe and grow natural-
ly....................................................................................................................................................$14.95 375ml / $28.48 1000ml
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BIOSCAL
The ultimate product for 
hair and scalp treatment
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Have you ever thought about giving your clients more than just a haircut or new style? 
How about giving them a totally different experience...a nespresso experience! 

In today’s business-world, those that succeed do so because they are not only thinking 
about their client’s needs but about the total ambiance and environment  experienced 
during their stay. The salons and spas that go the extra mile to ensure their client’s 
comforts will feel the success in their cheque-book at the end of the month; quality 
service is always rewarded. Time and time again it has been proven that clients go where 
they feel comfortable, taken care of and appreciated. 

 The NESPRESSO ZENIUS will help you give your clients an entirely new experience based 
on european hospitality and appreciation. Treat them to a fresh cup of esspresso brewed 
from the finest beans in the world. Your investment will have your clients talking 
wonders about you when they leave and your competitors will be in awe of your business 
savy. 

Right Now, enjoy the ZENIUS for only $499.00
Functionalities :

• Water tank capacity (gallons) : .61
• Energy efficient : the auto power off allows a 0 energy

consumption when the machine is not being used
• Easy capsule insertion and coffee preparation

(Ristretto / Espresso / Lungo / Hot water)
• High pressure pump (16-19 bar pressure)

• Power rating (in watts) : 1560-1860
• Dimensions (W x D x H)(in) : 7.5 x 12.3 x 15.7

• Weight (lbs) : 15



TEL: 604-980-5576
Toll Free: 1-800-980-5576

Website:
www.samcobeautysupplies.com

Email 
info@samcobeautysupplies.com

Online Orders
sue@samcobeautysupplies.com

We accept:
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Your Account 
Executive is:

Why buy from SAMCO? 

It’s a fair question...a question that you should ask as a responsible purchaser. Here are just a few reasons:
-We are without a doubt one of the most eco-friendly beauty suppliers in the nation. We package all shipments from reusable 
materials that the airline industry discards. We have their excess cardboard and packaging materials shipped to us to be reused 
rather than end up in the landfills. 

-You can register on our website to view our current specials online to reduce paper consumption and reduce the impact on the 
environment. 

-We honor the full warranty of our products...other companies actually expect you to ship your defective products to the manu-
facturer which can be as far as China or even further even if the item has a 1 year warranty. At Samco, we are much more rea-
sonable...we offer over-the-counter exchange/or repair for the full term of the warranty right here at our warehouse in BC. The 
sooner you are able to get back to work the happier you will be with Samco...common sense. Other distributors get a price break 
on products to reduce the term of the warranty...not here at Samco. 

-We can ship anywhere in the world using Canada Post. 

-We have furnished hundreds of Salons and Spas and we carry over 3000 different items!

-We purchase from Canadian manufacturers as often as we can to support the Canadian economy and keep our people 
employed. Without a doubt, we purchase more from the national economy than any other distributor. 

The list can go on and on but we hope that you will give us a chance to supply you with whatever you may need to help you stay 
a productive professional in this wonderful and creative industry of ours...

PROUD TO BE A 
CANADIAN 
COMPANY

Unit 128 Philip Ave   
North Vancouver, BC 

Samco Beauty Supplies is not responsible 
for any typographical or pictorial errors. 
Promotional offers valid while quantities 
last. Sale prices supersede all other sales 

prices.


